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Welcome

Thank you for taking the time to inquire about our incredible program that is sweeping the nation by storm.  
We know that after you fully understand the opportunity you have here you will jump in ambitiously with two 
feet and start or advance your real estate investing portfolio. This is one of the best times in our history to be 
investing in real estate, buyers markets like these come only once in a lifetime and the window for opportunity 
is closing quickly here in Arizona.

Why Residential Real Estate Investing

The beauty about residential real estate investing is the investor has the ability to use leverage to control more 
real estate with less money out of pocket.  If we were to invest $20,000 in the stock market today we would 
own $20,000 worth of stock with little or no cash flow or tax benefit.  If we were to buy a $100,000 investment 
home from Fortress for $20,000 down we would have a house that will cash flow $200-$400 a month, we 
would have instant built in equity and we could depreciate the house over 28 years giving us the ability to 
reduce our taxable income.  We then can sell the property in 3-5 years and realize the appreciation and profit.  
We all knew in 2005 when the home prices were soaring that it couldn’t sustain.  And now, some intelligent 
investors know that residential real estate market will rebound and normalize, giving us an incredible 
opportunity to purchase properties with substantial built in equity.

Why Invest in Arizona?

Arizona is a destination point for many Americans who love the climate, the outdoor activities and lifestyle.  In 
this current market, Maricopa County will demand 35,000 to 40,000 single family units each year.  As you can 
see from the chart below in 2005 the inventory levels dropped to record lows which drove prices up 
dramatically.
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As of June 2009 the inventories are hovering around the 39,000 mark, which is a substantial decrease. 
Fortress delivers cash flow properties so as an investor we can wait out the correction and sell into the next 
sellers market, which we believe will be in mid to late 2010.
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As you can see from the market snapshot below the “active listings” (supply) have decreased over 27% year 

over year and the “pending listings” (demand) has increased nearly 100% year over year.  What does this 

mean?  Well the market is coming back and coming back strong. Time is of the essence as this “buyers market”
will soon be a “sellers market”.
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Looking at the chart below you will see that Phoenix is now the most affordable City in the West; this will 
attract more out of state investors and home owners that in 2009 and beyond can get more house for the 
money. The outlook for Arizona is good.  With population growth and inventory levels decreasing the 
window of opportunity is slowly closing on this unbelievable buyer’s market.  Billionaire Warren Buffet once 
said that “When the markets get greedy, I get nervous and when the market gets nervous I get greedy”. I 
believe people are nervous and now is the time to get greedy!  
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About the Fortress Gold Program

The Fortress Gold Program was designed to give the residential real estate investment opportunity to more 
individuals who might not have the know-how, or the capital to buy and renovate a distressed properties, but 
would like to capitalize on the current situation. We believe we are doing a great service to our State, City and 
even Country by buying these distressed properties that are mostly vacant and quite frankly, eye sores for the 
neighborhood and turning them into the best houses on the block. We then find a qualified tenant who, with 
their monthly rent payment will more than cover the monthly mortgage payment and maintain the property. 

This program minimizes your need for cash, puts you in control of managing your monthly cash flow, and 
provides you with upside in equity and appreciation.  Fortress will deliver turn-key properties with tenants in 
place, allowing you to purchase them at discount with just 20% down. You begin collecting rents and managing 
your properties, either directly or by using a property management company.  Fortress will guarantee the 
tenant rents for the first 3 full months. When you eventually sell the properties, you stand to realize the built-in 
equity, plus any appreciation, resulting in substantial profits!

When buying real estate through the Fortress Investor program you’re able to save time, money and risk.

A. Saving Time: It takes countless hours looking at properties and writing Performas to determine 
which property is a good deal or not. Once you have found the property, it takes more precious time to analyze 
the data and do the correct due diligence needed to determine if it’s worth purchasing the property. Once the 
property is acquired then the fun begins.  Finding a trust worthy and competent contractor is a feat in itself. 
Let’s say that you found someone good; now there will be many hours managing the construction process and 
budget.  After several months a typical investor will have a remodeled home ready for rent, assuming nothing 
went wrong during the renovation process.  Buying one property could add another 10-20 hours of work per 
week, assuming you personally will not be the one swinging the hammer and doing the manual labor!
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B. Saving Money: If we were to buy a $200,000 investment home today the cash requirement 

needed for this purchase would be $40,000. Now the renovation process needs to be funded, which could be as 
high as $25,000-$30,000 for a property of this value.  So when the job is complete and a tenant is in place, the 
investor can have invested as much as $70,000 with no chance of pulling the money out anytime soon to buy 
another property. 

C. Saving Risk: When buying bank owned or distressed residential real estate the risks are 
enormous.  If the investor or contractor values the renovation costs incorrectly, it could cost thousands of 
dollars of real money. We’ve acquired houses that needed extensive renovation, roof, AC, electrical and more.  
If we didn’t buy the property “right” and do extensive due diligence we would have been upside down in the 
property and it would have been a losing investment from the start. With the Fortress program, you will not 
have to take the risk or cost of renovation, we do that for you by delivering a turn-key cash flow property with 
instant built in equity. You save thousands of dollars in renovation cost and the hassle of construction.
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Time, Money and Risk Comparison
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Investor Criteria

To be qualified for the Fortress Investor Program there are several criteria that need to be met: 

A. Investor must have a FICO mid score of 680 or higher. 

B. Investor must have documented income, using a W-2 or supporting tax returns.

C. Investor must have 20% down payment for the initial purchase.

D. Investor must show cash for reserves, this money can often be in a 401K, a bank 
account, a money market account or a home equity line of credit.

About the Fortress Team

The Fortress Team has been working together since 2003 and 
has successfully bought and sold over $100 Million Dollars 
worth of Arizona real estate over that time span.  The two 
principals of the firm, Mike Lima and Sean Terry currently own 
$14 Million worth of residential real estate and over $40 Million 
of commercial properties, through varies companies. Adrea 
France is our office and property manager and we have 2 
construction crews renovating about two properties a week.  
Fortress is currently buying about 2-3 investment properties a 
week to keep up with the investor demand. 

We office at: 2415 E Camelback Rd., Suite 700
Phoenix, AZ 85016
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Abridged Biographies of Principals

Sean Terry

Mr. Terry is a former US Marine who led his platoon to battle in Desert Storm and was 
recognized with multiple awards for outstanding leadership and drive. After exiting the Marine 
Corp with an Honorable Discharge he bought his first apartment complex 15 years ago, at the 
age of 22, he then went on and started a successful sales and marketing company for six 
years, producing $5,000,000 annually in sales. He opened 6 offices across the country 
including Phoenix, Raleigh, Cleveland, Naples, Jacksonville, and Pensacola. Because of the 
success, the parent company employed Mr. Terry to travel the US to motivate and train 
company sales reps, on several occasions the seminars reached 1000+ people.  He also 
bought and sold $100 million + real estate in Arizona. 

Mike Lima

Mr. Lima is a former corporate executive who leveraged his previous part-time real estate 
investment activities into full-time endeavors in recent years.  He spent 18 years in corporate 
management positions, where his responsibilities included Sales, Marketing, Accounting, 
Finance, Strategic Planning, Business Development and Operations. At the age of 26, Mr. 
Lima became the Corporate Controller of a $100 million consumer products company 
(American Beverage Corp.), and later was promoted to the position of CFO.  In 1996, Mr. 
Lima relocated to Arizona and became a Director within a Fortune 500 technology company 
(MicroAge).  Three years later, he was recruited as COO of an international software 
development company (Cablesoft, Inc., later renamed iTRACS Corp.), where he stayed until 
2003.  As for real estate, Mr. Lima has been a real estate investor since 1993, and dedicating 
his full-time efforts since 2003. 
Mr. Lima’s accomplishments include the following:
• Raised $11 Million in Venture Capital funding for a software company in Tempe.
• Developed and successfully launched Brand Identities for technology companies 
• Managed sales teams (inside and field sales), delivering $7 Million/month revenue to a 

technology company
• Developed, negotiated and managed Strategic Relationships (ITT, Tyco Electronics, GE 

Capital, etc.) in Europe, Africa & the Middle East for iTRACS Corp.
• Met or exceeded expected investment returns to each financial partner on multiple real 

estate deals, often achieving ARR’s of 50% or higher.
• Mr. Lima is CPA-certified with a bachelor’s degree in Business from the University of 

Pittsburgh educational system, where he graduated Summa Cum Laude and was elected 
President of his campus his Junior and Senior years.
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Property Criteria

The way we determine what properties to purchase and deliver to the investor is as follows:

1. The location of the property has to be within the Greater City of Phoenix Metropolitan 
Area and close to employment hubs and freeways. 

2. The properties have to have an appraised value no higher than $250,000, the exception 
of certain multi-unit properties.  The reason for this criteria is so that the monthly mortgage 
payment will be low enough to produce a monthly cash flow after rental income is received.

3. With the foreclosure rate high in Arizona, some neighborhoods have been hit with 
large amount of bank owned properties within certain subdivisions.  We look for solid 
neighborhoods with fewer banks owned properties.  This helps ensure that the value will not 
decrease due to banks unloading their inventory.

4. We stay away from fringe properties such as Buckeye, Surprise, El Mirage, Queen Creek.  
We believe that more people will be looking for houses closer to the central metro area, 
rather than the outskirts.

5.  The age of the property doesn’t matter to us too much because we do a full renovation 
on most of the properties so we are able to give the house a clean bill of health. Some of 
the older properties are great because they produce stronger positive cash flow compared 
to newer ones.
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What Fortress will Deliver

As a client of Fortress Investments we will work extremely hard to make sure you are a satisfied 
customer and that you will continue buying properties from us.  We will also work to earn your 
referrals as well.  Sean’s father in law once said that a referral is “sending a friend to some one you 
trust”.  We intend to earn your trust.  Our goal is to get the house in good rentable condition.  Here is 
what you should expect from us:

1. Properties will be renovated, which 
includes, if needed, new flooring, new 
interior paint, new exterior paint, new 
fixtures, new kitchen, new lighting, 
new appliances, and more.

2. Our crews check all plumbing, 
electrical, cooling-AC/Evap, roof, and 
pool if applicable.

3. We will deliver a ‘clean’ home 
inspection along with a 1 year home 
warranty with your purchase.

4. We procure a tenant and assign you 
the security deposit and rents at 
closing.

5. Fortress will guarantee the rents for 3 
full months from the date of the 
assignment.  We do this to ensure we 
deliver a quality tenant.

6. You will receive a Fortress Welcome 
package with your lease agreement, 
tenant screening report and closing 
documents, and other important and 
useful information.
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Out of State Investors

We have worked with many out of state investors over the years and the process is simple and 

seamless. The title company that handles our closing transactions will FedEx the closing 
documents anywhere in the world.  We will email you 10-15 pictures of the property you are 
interested in so you are able to make a more informed decision. You’re also welcome to fly to 
Phoenix and tour the properties yourself; we would love you meet you and give you the tours.  
As for the loan process, State Mortgage can broker loans in all 50 states and  they are a pleasure 
to work with.  We  will also refer you to a local property management firm that we will discuss in 
the following chapters.

Step by Step Transaction Steps 1-11

In this section we will bring you through the transaction from start to finish in a 
step by step process.

Step 1. Get pre qualified with State Mortgage, the account rep we work with is 
Katie Yokose and you can contact her at (877) 435-2200. She is great to work with 
and knows our program from the lending side extremely well. We have done 
numerous transactions with her and are very confident in her ability to get the deal 
done.

Step 2. Go to our website at www.FortressInvestor.com and click on the “available 
inventory” and determine which property you would like to purchase.

Step 3. Call Mike Lima or Sean Terry and reserve the property you are interested 
in (no fee to reserve).

Step 4. Fortress will email you a purchase contract for the subject property with a 
30 day closing date.
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The purchase contract is written at 15%-20% below of the projected value of the property.  We are pretty
good at valuing these properties using 3 recent sold comparables along with Zillows.com Zestimate. 
Below is example of a how the numbers will work on the transaction. 

Example: Property Projected Value: $150,000
Purchase Price: $120,000
Earnest Money: $1,000
Down Payment: $23,000
Instant Equity: $54,000
Closing Date: Within 30 Days 

Step 5. We will work with the title company to close the transaction. The $1,000 earnest money can be wired 
or mailed directly to the title company and they will open up escrow and send the earnest money deposit 
receipt. 
Step 6. Katie will order an appraisal and schedule a time to visit the property.  If the property is occupied 
with a new tenant, then Adrea, Fortress’ Office Manager will schedule an appointment for the appraiser to 
enter the property.

Step 7. We will get email updates from the State Mortgage on the progress of the loan status on a regular 
basis.

Step 9. Once the loan has been approved, State Mortgage will send the documents to the title company for 
signatures.  If you are in Phoenix, then the title company will schedule your signing.

If you are out of state, then the title company will send the doc’s over night via FedEx to your address of 
choice.  You will then sign and notarize the loan documents and send them back to the title company in a 
pre-labeled FedEx envelope. Once the Escrow Officer receives the signed doc’s she will close the transaction.

Step 10. Promptly after the transaction has closed, the title company will notify us and Fortress will then 
prepare the “Assignment of Rents” and send you the executed lease along with a check for the Security 
Deposit and the pro-rated Rent.  

Step 11. The transaction is now complete, and congratulations--you just bought your first Fortress Home!
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Sample Transaction
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Fortress “Guaranteed Rents”

Fortress will assign you the security deposit and rent at the closing. We will also go above and beyond by 
guaranteeing the Rents for a full 3 months from the date the purchase is completed.  This means that if the 
tenant for some odd reason decides to move out and break the lease after the 1st month, Fortress will pay your 
mortgage for the next 2 months or until a tenant has been replaced, whichever comes first.  No one we know in 
the industry has this type of guarantee.

Property Management

We have done extensive research looking for the best property management company to service our investors, 
we even tried a management company out by giving them several of our own properties to manage (Adrea 
manages most of Fortress’ properties).  We have been disappointed every time, until we met Peak Property 
Management. The staff is friendly and professional. 
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NO JUNK FEES!
A great property manager will make your life easier and save you money. If you 
hate being nickel and dimed to death by endless fees (never mentioned in the 
sale), come to Peak Investment Properties, LLC and leave the “surprises”
behind. We give you an fair flat monthly fee, and a competitive marketing fee…
PERIOD! The cheaper a property manager looks on the front end, the more they 
make up on the back… We say NO to the common fees most property managers 
use to reach into your pocket: 
•NO setup fee 
•NO annual fee 
•NO leasing fee 
•NO charge for internet ads 
•NO charge for signs 
•NO charge for a lockbox 
•NO vacancy “insurance” (a huge profit center) 
•NO charge for researching your questions (yes… we have seen that one) 
So say NO to junk fees and the property managers who sell that way! Say YES to 
the cleanest property management contract you will find, backed by the highest 
level of customer service in the industry.
Our staff of licensed Leasing Agents is renting homes fast and we need inventory! 
You deserve a property manager who knows how to end your vacancy and care 
for your home! Forget outdated solutions… most Tenants look online before 
choosing a rental home so your home must be visible all over the internet, not 
just on your property managers website or lost in a huge newspaper ad.
If you are a real estate investor or landlord, we are ready to earn your property 
management business. We look forward to taking care of your Arizona rental 
houses, townhomes, and condos. Get our experienced property managers working 
for you today!
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Buying More Properties—Build Up To $1.2 Million of Equity and $6,300/mo Cash Flow

As of March 1, 2009, an investor can have 10 properties on his or her schedule of real estate. You might have 
heard that the limit was only 4 properties but Fannie Mae Lifted the 4 Property Rule starting March 1, 2009. You 
can read our blog post here: Fannie Mae Lifts 4 Property Rule. 

In the example below, we assumed that the husband & wife own a primary residence.

Remember that we will also assign you the security deposit and rents 
at the transaction closing, totaling approximately $2,000 per 

property.
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We set up this blog to give you more information on us and also provide real 
estate investing education from two multi millionaire real estate investors.  
The blog is unique because you can ask questions regarding any topic about 
real estate investing and get a prompt answer to your question. We update 
the blog 3 to 4 times a week so be sure you subscribe so you don’t miss an 
important article.  

Here is some popular articles: Please visit  www.Dealmakersblog.com

--Make Huge Money in Real Estate in 2009

--Real Estate Market Timing – Is Now The Time To Buy?

--Real Estate Success Story – Case Study

--The Sickest Fix and Flip Ever!

--How to Go From $0 to $10,000 a Month as a Real Estate Investor

--How to Build and Million Dollar Property Portfolio

--A Day in the Life of a Real Estate Investor

--Top 10 Real Estate Investing Blogs

--Recession Proof Real Estate – Is there Such a Thing?
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Referring a Friend

If you like our program, and we are confident you will, you can refer a friend or family member to our program.  If 
they get pre-qualified and purchase a property from us than we will credit you $2,500 on your next purchase. If 
you are a licensed realtor than we can pay a 3% commission on each property your client purchases.  If you are a 
hands on investor and you would really like to take advantage of this  buyers market opportunity in a larger way, 
you can.  Please give us a call to discuss.

References

Please feel to email any or all of the references below, I’m sure they would love to chat with you.  
All of the individuals have bought one or more properties from us.  Jim and Anna Kuttner are top 
producing real estate agents here in Phoenix.

Mike Hicks: mike.hicks@ecolab.com

Wes Stahler: wes.stahler.bj7k@statefarm.com

Mike Faulds: mjfaulds@yahoo.com

Jim Kuttner: Jim.Kuttner@cox.net

Tom Dwyer: tdwyer53@hotmail.com
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Important Phone Numbers:

Here are several important contacts that you may want to have on hand during the 
transaction:

Mike Lima

Principal

Fortress Investments, LLC

602-538-7331 direct

Mike@MikeLima.com

Sean Terry

Principal

Fortress Investments, LLC

480-390-8059 direct

SeanTerry@Cox.net

Adrea France

Office Manager

Fortress Investments, LLC

602-437-2663 direct

AdreaFrance@Hotmail.com

Mortgage Broker

Katie Yokose 

Loan Consultant

State Mortgage

480-648-2200

1-877-435-2200

Kyokose@StateMortgage.net

Title Company Services

Yolanda Lopez 

Escrow Officer

Security Title

480.850.4600 ext: 4601

Office Fax: 480.966.0690

France@Prescott-Title.com

Property & Other Insurance

Wes Stahler

Agent

State Farm Insurance

602-997-7300 Office

602-997-2364 Fax

Wes.Stahler.b7jk@StateFarm.com
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Closing

Thank you for considering the Fortress Gold Program. If you have any questions at all 
regarding our program, please feel free to call Mike or Sean, as we would love to hear 
about your experiences and any suggestion on how we can improve.

Happy Investing!!!

www.FortressInvestor.com


